LED BY BERTHA ROGERS & NICK KELSH | ABOUT the WORKSHOPS
The In-Person Workshops take place at Delaware Academy (Delhi, NY). Space is limited to 25 students so early registration is advised (spring registration begins June 20, with a final deadline of July 5.)

All Bright Hill workshops at Delaware Academy include writing and visual arts and incorporate science and math for projects; we believe in STEAM.

1. SUMMER I - A WORLD OF WINDY & WILD WEATHER! - JULY 11 – 14
   (Taught by Bertha Rogers) – Grades 1 - 5 from 9 am - 1:30 pm, 4 days - Kids will learn about local, national, and international weather and changes in the weather. They will write poems and stories and riddles and build dioramas, sculptures, and artist books.

2. SUMMER II – ARTISTIC STORYTELLING THROUGH iPHONE PHOTOGRAPHY – JULY 18 - 21
   (Taught by Nick Kelsh) – Grades 4 - 8 from 9 am-1:30 pm, 4 days - We all know that the best camera is the one that’s with you! We’re constantly taking iPhone photos to share the many worlds we live in with the people we love, but in this workshop, we’ll stretch technically, creatively, and artistically so students’ photography becomes a life-enriching channel for self-expression. A limited number of iPhones will be provided to students if needed.

3. SUMMER III – BEAUTIFUL BUTTERFLIES, BAFFLING BATS - JULY 25 - 28
   (Taught by Bertha Rogers) – Grades 1-5 from 9 am – 1:30 pm, 4 days – There are many butterflies in the skies in the Catskills, and we’re lucky to see those regularly. Bats tend to stay out of sight, but the kids will learn where they live, what they eat, and how they sleep. They will write poems and stories and riddles and build dioramas, sculptures, and artist books.

4. SUMMER IV – THE THIRD EFFECT: HOW iPHONE PHOTOGRAPHY & WORDS TELL STORIES - AUGUST 1 - 4
   (Taught by Nick Kelsh) Grades 4 - 8 from 9 am - 1:30 pm, 4 days – Kids will consider the value of words and pictures together to create an important third effect, captions, when sharing photographs. The workshop will increase the kids’ understanding of the iPhone camera technically and creatively, resulting in memorable, meaningful photographs to build their confidence, spark imagination, hone their artistic eye and, above all, be fun. A limited number of iPhones will be provided to students if needed.
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